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Angela Mia
What Makes a Great

Tomato Product?
Flavor, Color,  Texture, Yield & Sustainabil i ty

to Take Your Tomato Based Dishes to Del ic ious!

You Demand the Best Ingredients
for Your Dishes.

At Angela Mia, we are as committed to great ingredients as you are. In fact, we are downright passionate about

providing the finest fresh-packed tomato products you can buy.  Because world-class tomato-based dishes start

with world-class tomatoes, we've created this guide to help you select the perfect tomato product.



Color Value

The bright red color of a perfectly vine-ripened tomato comes

from an antioxident called lycopene, which is unique to

tomatoes. The color of a tomato product can be an important

indicator of how long the tomatoes ripened on the vine and

whether they were carefully packed.

The Angela Mia Difference
Angela Mia tomatoes are harvested at the peak of

freshness. Once the tomatoes arrive at our fresh

pack facility, they are gently hand-sorted, cleaned, and

graded. We perform multiple quality checks per hour,

examining each tomato and removing any with physical

imperfections that could affect color and appearance.

Drained weight - the percent of tomato solids left in a sieve

after draining - is one of the most important metrics of the

tomato products you buy. A higher drained weight percentage

means less liquid, more tomato solids, and higher value from

your tomato product investment.

The Angela Mia Difference
Angela Mia tomatoes win the drained weight test in

cutting after cutting delivering more tomatoes and profit.

And, with our versatile tomato product offering, from

whole peeled to sauces, seasoned to unseasoned, the

benefits of convenience and labor savings increase

your opportunities to profit.

Flavor
Flavor begins in the field, and the best tomatoes in America

come from California fields. With short, rainy winters; long, hot

summers; and nutrient-rich soil, this area of our country offers

the perfect tomato growing conditions. Once field ripened,

tomatoes must travel quickly to the can to retain their

fresh-from-the-field flavor and texture.

The Angela Mia Difference
Angela Mia's 100% California tomatoes are grown in the

rich soil of the San Joaquin Valley. Our select group of

growers carefully monitors our tomatoes in the field for

flavor and color. To ensure the freshest flavor is locked in,

we pick all of our tomatoes at the peak of freshness and

can them within hours to preserve their fresh-off-the-vine

flavor. Naturally steam peeling further protects their

delicious flavor.

Texture
Chefs count on consistent tomato texture no matter what the

preparation method. In particulate varieties such as diced and

whole peeled, firmness and piece integrity are important to

ensure tomatoes hold up well in cooking and do not become

mushy. For sauces and purees, viscosity - or the thickness of

the product - can determine desirable texture.

The Angela Mia Difference
Angela Mia produces a wide variety of tomato products

processed to the tightest quality tolerances to ensure

dependable flavor, color, texture, and consistent

recipe performance. Because all Angela Mia tomatoes

are picked at the peak of freshness, we do not add

unnecessary amounts of Calcium Chloride to enhance

the firmness of the tomatoes.

Sustainabil ity

The use of chemicals, such as lye*, to peel tomatoes can

result in chemical by-products being added to the

environment. Naturally, steam peeled tomato products

are more environmentally friendly and sustainable.

The Angela Mia Difference
Angela Mia's insistence on true tomato quality and flavor

has led to the use of innovative processes such as steam

peeling, to preserve our tomatoes' characteristics. We

naturally steam peel our tomatoes using no chemicals

such as lye*. That leaves our tomatoes - and the

environment - free from chemical residues and by-products.

*  Lye peel ing is  gener al l y recognized as  saf e by the FDA and has  no advers e

ef f ec ts  on the heal th f u ln ess  of  tomat oes .



Tomato Terminology

Bostwick
A measure of v iscosity, or thickness, of the product. Thickness

can take sauces, purees, and condiments from good to great.

The lower the number, the better.

Br ix
The percent  of  soluable sol ids,  such as sugars and sal t ,  in the

product . Operators can obtain a speci f ic sweetness lev el for

v arious appl ications by knowing the br ix  percentage of  the

product . Calculated wi th a ref ractometer.

Ci t r i c Ac id
Added to canned product  during processing as a f lavor

protector and acidi ty regulator.

Calc ium Chlo r ide
Sal t  used as a f i rming agent that  keeps processed tomatoes

f rom get t ing mushy.  The amount used is cr i t ical as too much

can cause the tomatoes to get  rubbery.

Drained Weight
The tomato sol ids lef t in a siev e af ter draining, expressed as

a percentage of  product  weight .  One of  the most important

metrics in canned tomato product select ion as i t  indicates

usable sol ids v ersus waste.

Lycopene
The natural ly-ocurring ant ioxidant unique to tomatoes that

makes them red.  Lycopene of fers heal th benef its that  help

protect the heart  and prevent cancer.  Lycopene increases

during cooking, and our bodies absorb the lycopene of

processed tomatoes bet ter than f resh tomatoes.

Lye Peel ing
Tomatoes are placed into a hot  caust ic soda solut ion bath to

dissolve the skin.  Lye can be neutral ized into a sal t ,  but  cannot

be put  down wastewater drains.  This causes disposal  issues.

Net  Weight

Total weight  of  the product  and l iquid,  m inus the can.

pH

Measurement of  acidi ty or alkal inity. The scale ranges f rom 0 to

14,  wi th 7 representing neutral i ty.  Lower numbers mean greater

acidi ty, and higher numbers greater alkal inity. Acidi ty i s an

important  measure relat ing to ful l  f lavor in tomato products.

High Sugars and Relat ively High Acids = Ful l  F lavor, a del icate

balance of  sweet acidi ty

Low Sugar and High Acid = Too Tart

High Sugar and Low Acid = Sweet but  Blanc

Low Sugar and Low Acid = Tasteless

Steam Peel ing

Tomatoes are exposed to l ive steam at  high temperature and

pressure to loosen the skin.  The process uses relat ively l i t t le

water and creates l i t t le waste,  which in the form of  tomato peels

can be used as animal f eed or ferti l izer.

Reman
A re-manufactured tomato product  f rom concentrate.

To tal  So l ids
Ev erything in a tomato product  m inus the water.

A Checklist For Great Tomato Products

✓ 100% California tomatoes ✓ High drained weight
✓ Farmers chosen for consistently excellent ✓ Steam peeled

products and growing procedures ✓ Consistent in size and texture

✓ Picked at the peak of growing season ✓ Bright red color - the redder the better

✓ From vine to can in a matter of hours ✓ No added sugars or preservatives

✓ Hand checked and sorted ✓ Nutritional information labeled on the can

Angela Mia Tomato Products. Simply the best.

Learn more about the versatile Angela Mia tomato products l ine.
conagrafoodservice.com • 800-357-6543

ConAgra
QfFodaservice

FOOD | SERVICE | SMART.

©2016 ConAgra Foods ,  Inc .  A l l  R ights  Reserved

Field. Fresh. Flavor. Each Time. Every Time.
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Chopped & Formed 
Item #B03 – Lamb’s Supreme® Tri-Patties® – SUPC 1051044 
Item #G5300 – Lamb’s Supreme® Side O’Browns – SUPC 1257734* 
Item #K39 – RusEttes® Mini Potato Pancakes – SUPC 3521143 

Hash Brown 
Item #C73 – Lamb’s Skin-On™ Diced Country Hash Browns – SUPC 1049865 
Item #S69 – Lamb’s Supreme® IQF Hash Browns (loose) – SUPC 1059013* 

Long Fancy 
Item #R45 – RusEttes® Oven Crinkle Cuts – SUPC 6746630* 
Item #W71 – Hearty House® Shoestrings (1/4) – SUPC 1026897 

Mashed 
Item #M0011 – Lamb’s Supreme® Gold Lightly Seasoned Mashed – SUPC 6678577* 

Premium 
Item #B36 – Lamb’s Supreme® Regular Cuts – SUPC 1050723* 
Item #PP24 – Park Premium® Regular Cuts (3/8) – SUPC 9321837* 

LW Private Reserve® 
Item #32N – LW Private Reserve® Breakfast Cubes – SUPC 2508091 

Seasoned 
Item #C0057 – Colossal Crisp® 3/8 Coated Fry – SUPC 9808262* 
Item #C27 – Lamb’s Seasoned® Wedge Cut Fries (8 cut wedges) – SUPC 1516392 
Item #D0073 – Lamb’s Seasoned® Original Recipe Twister Fries® – SUPC 0079103 
Item #R12 – Lamb’s Seasoned® Wedge Cut Fries (10 cut wedges) – SUPC 2529956 

Skin-On 
Item #2200D – Munchskins® Fried Potato Skins – SUPC 1027200 
Item #A60 – Lamb’s Skin-On™ RusEttes® Thin Regular Cut Skin-On (5/16) – SUPC 2357358 
Item #AX585 – Alexia® Oven Roasted Rosemary & Garlic Redskin Tri-Cut Dices – SUPC 0298127 
Item #AX586 – Alexia® Oven Roasted Redskin Tri-Cut Dices – SUPC 0298154 
Item #L97 – Lamb’s Skin-On™ Steak House Fries – SUPC 1520618* 
Item #LN47 – Lamb’s Skin-On™ Steak House Fries – SUPC 0187532* 
Item #P55 – CrissCut® Fries Skin-On – SUPC 1027051 
Item #Q80 – Lamb’s Skin-On™ Wedges (8 cut) – SUPC 1027309 

Stealth® 
Item #S19 – Stealth® Skin-On Regular Cuts (3/8) – SUPC 7190382 

Sweet Potato 
Item #L0084 – Sweet Things® Crinkle Cuts 3/8 – SUPC 7203637 
Item #L0090 – Sweet Things® CrissCut® Fries – SUPC 7711472 
Item #L0091 – Sweet Things® Thin Regular Cuts (5/16) – SUPC 8282067 
Item #L8000 – Sweet Things® Trim Fries (3/16 x 3/8) – SUPC 7056910* 

*Key items

Uncover your possibilities



 

Sweet Potatoes Features/Benefits

Consistent quality in taste and appearance

Broadest portfolio of products to match consumer preferences in every segment 

7 crispier fry options for maximum customer satisfaction and exceptional hold times 

From farm to fry, every sweet potato has a story—mypotatofarmer.com 

Fresh and easy creative culinary ideas to wow consumers with something unmistakably 
unboring 

Potato Chips Features/Benefits 
     High yields ~114 x 1.5 oz. portions per case 

      Can be prepared ahead of time, freeing up congested fryers 

      Minimal waste – held/served for up to 3 days, when stored correctly 

      Extended hold-time: excellent take-out or catering option 

      Easily customizable, using seasonings, toppings and dips 

Mashed Potatoes Features/Benefits

   Available in White, Red, Yellow, and Sweet varieties 

Made from real, fresh potatoes not granules, flakes or pearls 

Heat in microwave, steam cabinet or boiling water and serve in minutes 

Superior yield and minimal waste compared to homemade 

Kosher with dairy 

Halal options 
Gold Mashed 
Grilled Chicken Sriracha Cheddar 

Chips 
Loaded Ranch Chips 

Lattice Chips 
Buffalo Bleu Chips 

Sweet Potato Savory 
CrispyCubes® Sweet Pickins 

Sweet Potato Savory Trim Fries 
The Loaded Greek

Red Skin Mashed Potatoes 
Garden Vegetables and Chicken 
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WE’RE COMMITTED TO NUTRITION,
HEALTH AND WELLNESS.

*Note: 100% juices do not contain any added sugars.

REDUCING TOTAL 
ADDED SUGARS BY 10%*

REMOVING ALL HIGH 
FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP

USING COLORS FROM 
NATURAL SOURCES
NO ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS

HFCS

SUGARS

All trademarks are owned by Société des Produits Nestlé S.A., Vevey, Switzerland.  • 5088  4/16
SUNKIST is a registered trademark of Sunkist Growers, Inc., USA used under license by Nestlé Professional Beverages. ©2016 Sunkist Growers, Inc.

For more information contact:

(800) 288-8682 • customerservice@us.nestleprofessional.com

Here's how we're making  
our beverages even better:
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An MHA Company

Navigator Group Purchasing, Inc. the experienced leader in senior living purchasing services, has 
teamed up with McKesson Medical-Surgical Inc., the largest national medical-surgical supply 
distributor, to offer you PinnacleMed, an integrated solution to your medical products and services 
needs. This powerful combination means you benefit from both Navigator’s health care purchasing and 
senior care living expertise, as well as McKesson’s med-surg expertise, scale and reach as a distributor.

PinnacleMed offers you:

•  A formulary designed with you in mind: formulary products are selected with a focus on supporting the needs
in extended care centers and communities

•  Flexible options fit to your budget: PinnacleMed offers you access to a broad range of products, including
both national manufacturers and McKesson Brands

•  Clinically validated products: the formulary was developed and is supported by clinical experts and studies

•  Clinical expertise to help improve resident care: to support your front line clinicians, PinnacleMed offers
access to clinical assistance programs, a clinician support team and a variety of education opportunities

•  Availability you can trust: with 34 McKesson distribution centers across the US, 90% of the country
receives next-day shipping –  and there’s a 98% fill rate on core formulary items

•  Technology that works for you: Manage your costs and streamline your business with more efficient
technology solutions.

We’re confident you’ll agree that PinnacleMed is a unique and more efficient approach. 

Let’s work together to explore how you can benefit!

PinnacleMed TM – an integrated solution to 
your medical products and services needs

Transform your medical purchases from a line item expense to a 
driver of improved patient care and clinical optimization!

800-642-3020  |  www.NavigatorGPO.com
All logos, registered trademarks and unregistered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Call Navigator at 1-800-642-3020 or  
Contact your Navigator Regional Account Manager today.



An MHA Company

Enteral Products
Abbott

Nestlé Health Science

Diabetes Testing
Arkray

McKesson Brand

Gloves McKesson Brand

Incontinence 
Products

Covidien

First Quality

SCA

McKesson Brand

Ostomy Products
ConvaTec

Hollister

Sharps Safety
Becton Dickinson

Covidien

Wound Care

3M

ConvaTec

Mölnlycke Health Care

Smith & Nephew

MEDICAL SUPPLIES & SERVICES

Call Navigator at 1-800-642-3020 or  
Contact your Navigator Regional Account Manager today.

We’re confident you’ll agree that PinnacleMed TM is a unique and more efficient approach. 

Let’s work together to explore how you can benefit!

800-642-3020  |  www.NavigatorGPO.com
All logos, registered trademarks and unregistered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Therapeutic Nutrition Intervention is 
Fundamental to Promote Wound Healing

©2016 Abbott Laboratories  
161189/June 2016 LITHO IN USA

References: 1. Ayello EA et al: Home Healthc Nurse 1999: 17:719-729. 2. Bates-Jensen BM: Ann Intern Med 2001:135:744-751. 3. Thomas DR: Cleve Clin J Med 2001:68:704-
722. 4. Voss AC et al: J Am Geriatr Soc 2005:53:1587-1592. 5. Quirino J et al: Wounds 2003:15:381-389. 6. Sharp-Pucci M: Special Report: Pressure-Reducing Support Sur-
faces in the Prevention and Treatment of Pressure Ulcers: Group 1 Technologies. March 1998. Available at www.tricare.osd.mil/ocmo/techdocs/Pressure-1.doc. Accessed 
September 27, 2006. 7. Thomas DR: J Am Med Dir Assoc 2006:7:46-59.  8. Fry DE et al. Arch Surg 2010; 145: 148-151. 9. Kerstein MD et al: Dis Manage Health Outcomes 
2001:9:651-663. 10. Williams JZ et al: Ann Surg 2002:236:369-375. 11. Kirk SJ et al: Surgery 1993:114:155-160. 12. May PE et al: Am J Surg 2002:183:471-479.  13. Clark RH et
al: JPEN J Parenter Enteral Nutr 2000:24:133-139. 14. Smith HJ et al: Cancer Res 2005:65:277-283. 15. Pan M et al: J Nutr 2004:134:2826S-2829S. 16. Holeček M: Nutrition 
2002:18:130-133. 17. Nissen SLAN. J Nutr Biochem. 1997;2008:300-311.

USE UNDER MEDICAL SUPERVISION. Use JUVEN as part of a complete, balanced diet. 

Poor nutrition is an 
independent predictor for 
pressure ulcers1,2

• Undernourished patients are 2X more likely to develop pressure ulcers 3

• Poor nutrition contributes to 61% of pressure ulcers 4

Nonhealing wounds create 
serious health issues

• Up to 80% of patients with pressure ulcers have constant pain 5

• Poor healing may lead to infectious complications 6

• The most common complications of pressure ulcers include mortality, osteomyelitis,
and sepsis 7

Nonhealing wounds have 
economic implications

• Pre-existing malnutrition/weight loss increases the odds of developing a pressure ulcer
3.8 times, which can impact readmission rates 8

• Median monetary recoveries for patients with pressure ulcers caused by poor nutrition
are 2X higher than those caused by poor pressure management alone 4

• Prompt wound healing reduces wound care costs 9

Think JUVEN®: 
Targeted nutritional synergy 
for optimal wound healing 10

• Only JUVEN offers a unique blend of 3 key ingredients including arginine to help
promote wound healing, 10, 11 build lean body mass (LBM),12-14 and support immune
function 11

• JUVEN was shown to significantly enhance collagen production by 67% in as early as 2
weeks (P<0.03) 10

Support wound healing with the power of 3

HMB
(b-hydroxy-b-methylbutyrate) Arginine Glutamine

• Decreases muscle breakdown 12, 15

• Supports protein synthesis 12, 15

• Stabilizes muscle cell membrane 17

• Supports protein synthesis 11, 12

• Improves nitrogen balance 15

• Supports protein synthesis 12, 16

• Preserves muscle glutamine 16

Flavor 
0.85-oz (24-g) packets

List # Case 
6 cartons/case 180 packets/case

List # Carton 
30 packets/carton 

Orange 57935 58012
Fruit Punch 57431 56433
Unflavored 54000 56094

Ordering information:
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Qu��y
SCA – a leading global hygiene and forest products company.
The Group develops and produces sustainable personal care, tissue and forest products. Sales are 
conducted in about 100 countries under many strong brands. As Europe’s largest private forest 
owner, SCA places considerable emphasis on sustainable forest management. The Group has about 
44,000 employees. Sales in 2015 amounted to $13.7 billion.

Innovation
It is our ambition that our products will simplify the everyday lives of millions of people 
around the world.
All of this begins and ends with innovation. By maintaining close proximity to our customers, understanding their needs 
and transforming this knowledge into products, SCA makes a difference in people’s everyday lives.

TENA® Identifi  - Electronically tracks the voiding patterns of residents over a 72 hour period. It converts this information 
into actionable reports to help you proactively manage continence care. The benefit is improved quality of life and care 
for residents and more efficient and optimized care routines for facilities.

Tork EasyCube - The new Tork EasyCube “intelligent system” uses a data-tracking sensor that transmits product refill 
data and traffic trends to a web app. A color coded status system tracks washroom dispenser refill needs, ultimately 
reducing the time needed to maintain a washroom.

TENA® Barcode Technology - The first adult incontinence brief to have a scannable barcode, TENA® Stretch Briefs 
enable staff to accurately track individual product usage, manage stock levels and track continence spend and budgets.

Commitment
We will deliver better, safe and environmentally sound solutions to our customers.
• We strive to continuously improve resource efficiency and environmental performance considering the whole life cycle

for new innovations.
• We will reduce CO2 emissions from fossil fuels and from purchased electricity and heating by 20% by 2020, with

2005 as reference year.
• We will triple our production of biofuels from our forests by 2020, with 2010 as reference year.
• The production of wind power on SCA forest land will increase to 5 TWh by 2020.

Quality of Care
Partnering with you to make a difference.
At SCA, we believe that great care is built on partnerships. As a world leader in continence management, SCA develops 
innovative environmentally-sustainable solutions and products to:

• Improve quality of life and wellbeing of incontinent individuals
• Improve the working environment and productivity of caregivers

SCA, with our leading brand TENA®, is ready to stand by your side, enabling you to deliver the best and most 
compassionate care for every individual, supported by the largest Clinical Consulting Team in the industry.

www.TENAProfessionals.us
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Getting Started 
WHO QUALIFIES?  

Any MHA/Navigator member organization can take advantage of the services offered by Metro Presort.

HOW EASY IS IT TO ENROLL?  
To get started right away, simply email brad@metropresort.com or call 855-224-2730.

CAMPAIGN CREATION

• Concept creation

• Layout and design

• PURLs and QR codes

EMAIL MESSAGING 

& LANDING PAGES

• Triggered emails

• Landing pages

• Success reporting

• Social Media

DIRECT MAIL

• Mailing list procurement

• Reach the over 55+ community

• 1 to 1 communication

• Print, mail, use of refrigerator
magnets and other items
to draw attention to your
unique offer

ENHANCE and EXPAND
your MARKETING REACH
Grow your business and acquire new customers 

Metro Presort Communications Services helps your business target and acquire new customers. 

We do this by combining a creative design package with timed email messaging, direct mail and 

landing pages for a complete multi-channel experience. 

Our flexible service model allows you to incorporate all or some of our services so you can get the 

most out of your marketing efforts. 
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POG Consulting   Print Optimization Services 

About POG 

POG Consulting (POG) is an independent Print Optimization Solutions provider that has an 
excellent track record of identifying, capturing and measuring significant print / output related 
cost reductions while improving end user satisfaction and productivity. 

Benefits of working with POG 

 Independent, objective and transparent perspective on the current state and optimization
opportunities that lie buried in your distributed print, central reprographics and/or outsourced
print environments.

 At POG, we believe …You cannot manage what you do not measure. POG’s metrics
program will ensure you KNOW and thus CONTROL your print environment, your print
vendor and your costs.

 Targeted ROI = 6 months or less.  POG has identified annual savings of $200 million for 199
clients over the past 22 years.  Eliminate or reduce capital funding required for the next print
technology upgrade.

Bethany Care Society  POG Case Study (Highlights) 

Bethany Care Society is a faith-based, charitable organization that provides health, housing, 
continuing care, lifestyle and support services for 7,000 seniors and persons with disabilities. 

With POG’s print optimization services, Bethany expects to have an estimated 16% cost 
reduction in annual costs over 5 years to support the distributed fleet of output device; from 
$107,000 to year down to $90,000. The modeled target state includes the cost of $265,500 in 
new technology that has been merged into the recommended all-inclusive cost per page 
services program.   (i.e. No capital was required to acquire new technology). 

Contact the Print Operations Group to read the full case study. 

www.PrintOpsGroup.com 
Jim Rempel, 403-870-2756 email: Jim.Rempel@PrintOpsGroup.com 
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Produce Market 
Advisory For the week of May 8, 2017

Produce Meter

 Good    Fair    Caution
Market Alerts

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

AVOCADOS The supply of product out of Mexico continues to be severely 
restricted, due to a combination of growing condition and import issues. 
Product from other sources, including California, is not plentiful enough 
to offset the Mexican shortage, and pricing continues to be much higher 
than normal. 48 to 60 CT, #2 grade Avocados are the best value, and is 
Compass’ preferred spec.

LETTUCES The situation has improved dramatically from the prior week 
on Iceberg, Romaine, and Green and Red Leaf Lettuce. Iceberg and 
Romaine may still have some isolated pink ribs and discoloration, but 
otherwise quality has improved to good. Pricing is lower than in recent weeks, 
and supplies are enough to meet demand. We recommend using Romaine 
Hearts and Pre-Cut Iceberg for optimal quality.

BROCCOLI & CAULIFLOWER Another shortage in supplies, due to a 
planting gap earlier in the year, is underway and is expected to last a week or 
two. Pricing is higher on both Cauliflower and Broccoli, although quality is 
good. Product may be shorted in isolated instances. For optimal quality, we 
recommend Broccoli Crowns and Cauliflower Florets.

ASPARAGUS Pricing is higher than normal for all sizes of Asparagus, 
with Pencil and Standard being the best values. Supplies out of Mexico 
are lighter than normal due to excessive heat, and the Peruvian product is 
steadily increasing.

CELERY Quality is fair to poor, and pricing is higher than normal due to 
short supplies. Celery Hearts are the best quality option for the coming 
week. 

GRAPES Quality is still poor on Green Grapes, and pricing is much higher 
than normal. Red Grapes are the better buy for price and quality, which is 
fair. Please discontinue use of Green Grapes where possible.

Recommended Items to Avoid
Commodity Quality Market
Apples
Asparagus
Avocado 
Bananas
Bell Peppers (Western) 
Bell Peppers (Eastern) 
Berries: Strawberries 
Berries: Raspberries 
Berries: Blackberries 
Berries: Blueberries 
Broccoli
Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Citrus: Lemons
Citrus: Limes
Citrus: Oranges 
Cucumbers (Western) 
Cucumbers (Eastern) 
Eggplant (Western) 
Eggplant (Eastern) 
Garlic
Grapes, Green
Grapes, Red
Green Onions
Lettuce: Romaine / Leaf 
Lettuce: Iceberg 
Melons: Cantaloupe 
Melons: Honeydew 
Melons: Watermelon 
Onions
Pears
Potatoes
Squash (Western) 
Squash (Eastern) 
Stone Fruit
Tomatoes (Western) 
Tomatoes (Eastern) 

Cucumbers: All field-grown Cucumbers are in great supply, with excellent 
quality and pricing reported on Select and Super Select grades.

Broccolini: Quality is excellent and pricing is good on supplies of Broccolini. 
A great change of pace to regular broccoli!

Blueberries: Excellent quality and pricing on all Blueberries out of the 
Southeast, Mexico and California.

Melons: Supplies of Cantaloupes and Honeydews out of Mexico and the 
desert regions are plentiful, with lower pricing and excellent quality reported.



Produce Market 
Advisory (continued)

 Apples
 WA, ID and MI are at peak season on certain 
varieties.  Quality is excellent.

 Asparagus
Pricing is higher than normal, with good quality.  
Pencil and Standard are the best values.

 Avocado 
Pricing is much higher than normal, with good 
to fair quality.  #2 grade is the preferred spec.

 Bell Peppers Quality and pricing are excellent.

 Berries (Blackberries) Quality is good, pricing is higher.

 Berries (Blueberries) Pricing and quality are good.

 Berries (Raspberries) Quality is good, pricing is higher.

 Berries (Strawberries) Pricing and quality are good.

 Broccoli Pricing is very high, quality is poor.

 Carrots Quality is good, pricing is stable.

 Cauliflower Quality is fair to poor, pricing is very high.

 Celery Quality is fair, pricing is higher.

 Citrus (Lemons)
Quality and pricing are good.

 Citrus (Limes)
 Quality and pricing are good.

 Citrus (Oranges)  Quality and pricing are good.

 Cucumbers Quality and pricing are good.

 Eggplant Quality and pricing are good.

 Garlic
Pricing remains high for fresh product, due to 
import shortages.  Quality is good.

 Grapes (Green) Quality is fair to poor, pricing is very high.

 Grapes (Red)
Quality is fair, pricing is higher.

 Green Onions Quality is good, pricing is stable.

 Lettuce Iceberg
Supplies are improved, pricing is lower and 
quality is good to fair.

 Lettuce Leaf
Supplies are improved, pricing is lower and 
quality is good to fair.

 Melon (Cantaloupe) Quality and pricing are good.

 Melon (Honeydew) Quality and pricing are good.

 Melon (Watermelon) Quality and pricing are good.

 Onions Quality is good, pricing is steady.

 Pears
Quality is good, pricing is steady.

 Potatoes
Quality and pricing are good, with specialty/
colored potatoes at peak season.

 Squash Pricing and quality are good.

 Tomatoes 
Quality is good, pricing is slightly higher on 
Western Grape and Cherry tomatoes.

A Peek at Peak Seasons Weather Update

Apples: Washington State is peaking on Red and Golden 
Delicious, Granny Smith, Fuji and Gala. Michigan is peaking on 
Red Delicious.

Cucumbers, Eggplant and Squash: Florida, Georgia and Mexico 
are at peak harvest.

Cucumbers: Southeastern U.S. crops are at peak harvest.

Pears: Washington State is at peak harvest on D’Anjou Pears.

California: Temperatures will cool across Central and 
Southern California next week, with some showers. 

Mexico: Seasonal temperatures and some showers in Central 
Mexico.

Florida: Colder temperatures at the beginning of the week, 
with thunderstorms, then warming later in the week.
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PRICE

WATCH
Below are program highlights that have an impact on 
pricing or market trends. Please use this information to 
support optimal menu choices for the upcoming month. 

SMITHFIELD
Bacon
decrease 11-15%
Effective Date: May 2017
The price of bacon is headed down quickly 
as markets come off historic demand in both 
retail and foodservice. 

Did you know?
Bacon and eggs are eaten together 

71% of the time.

GREAT LAKES CHEESE
Cheese
decrease 1-5%
Effective Date: May 2017
Cheese pricing is decreasing due 
to strong milk and cheese supply. 
Beyond lower exports due to trade 
issues with Mexico, overall cheese 
sales are sluggish in both retail and 
foodservice.

HORMEL
Bacon, pork loins, and hams
decrease 1-5%
Effective Date: May 2017
Pricing of bacon, pork loins, and 
hams are decreasing due to 
plentiful supply caused by high 
production (up 7% YOY) and 
lackluster exports.

Source: The National Pork Board. 2016

focusing on 
the bottom line 

to maximize 
sales

SCHREIBER CHEESE
Cheese
decrease 1-5%
Effective Date: May 2017
The price of cheese will decrease 
due to larger inventories of raw 
materials.
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CARGILL MEAT SOLUTIONS
Bulk ground beef 
and patties
increase 1-5%
Effective Date: May 2017
Bulk ground beef and patty pricing 
is up due to increased seasonal 
demand ahead of the Summer BBQ 
season and lower cattle weights.

SARA LEE MEATS
Beef/pork franks and 
breakfast sausages
increase 6-10%
Effective Date: May 2017
Pricing of beef franks and breakfast 
sausages are increasing due to a rise 
in exports of trim as well as higher 
seasonal demand.

TRIDENT SEAFOOD
Cod and salmon
increase 1-5%
effective May
The price of cod and salmon is 
increasing due to seasonal market 
changes.

KRAFT GENERAL FOODS
Cream cheese
decrease 1-5%
Effective Date: May 2017
Cream cheese pricing is decreasing 
due to improved butter production 
and growing inventory levels.

TYSON FOODS
Skinless jumbo/medium 
chicken breasts
and leg quarters
increase 1-5%
Effective Date: May 2017
Chicken breast and leg quarter 
prices are increasing due to 
higher foodservice demand and 
exports of dark meat. While bird 
weights have remained consistent, 
demand continues to outstrip 
available supply.

BERRY CAN LINERS
Can liners
increase 1-5%
Effective Date: May 2017
Quarterly contractual adjustment 
based on the resin markets.

Did you know?
Americans spend more than 
$4 billion annually on bacon.

Source: The Daily Meal. 2016

CATANIA/SPAGNA 
Olive Oil
increase 1-5%
Effective Date: May 2017
The price of olive oil is increasing 
due to continuous worldwide 
crop shortages related to weather 
issues as well as high demand from 
health-conscious consumers.
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